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The Lord carried out just what he had promised. (Genesis 21:1)

Isaac Is Born – Genesis 21:1-7

Prepare to Wonder 
This is the story of Isaac’s birth and the fulfillment of God’s promise to Abraham and 
Sarah. The story, narrated by Sarah, finally makes both Abraham and Sarah parents. 
They are very old. Sarah is 90 and Abraham is 100. These are hardly the ages one 
would expect to be parents. Sarah, still in disbelief, finds this miracle to be humorous.

In this story Sarah laughs, as she did when she first learned that she would be a 
mother. However, this time her laughter is because of joy rather than doubt. Her joy 
seems to come from gratitude in knowing God kept the promise made to her family 
and to all their descendants. In response, Sarah names her son Isaac, which means 

“laughter.”

We may all have different emotional responses to surprises. God can do things we 
do not expect, and God can create a life that we might not have imagined. When 
we examine our own lives, there is likely more unexpected than expected. Yet, in 
the midst of uncertainty, there is joy. And when we look closely, there is an immense 
amount of joy all around us. Children are a great reminder of this kind of joy, and 
Isaac was a child who brought great joy. Children can bring us both so much joy and 
challenges. But, when we honor the little moments with our children, we can create 
joyful lives for ourselves and for the children all around us.

Spiritual Practice for Adults 

Say this prayer throughout the week:

 J - just as I am

O - opening up to the possibilities

 Y - yet to come.  Amen..
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Welcome to Wonder 

 • Gather together near your Wonder Table.

WONDER together:

 • What makes you laugh? 

 • Who makes you laugh?

CONTINUE to Wonder:

 • Have you ever lost faith? Why?

 • How do you respond when something unexpected happens?

PRAY together

 • God of joy, thank you for giving me the gift of laughter. Amen.

SING together 

 • Use your Annual Music CD or download “Reason to Believe” (https://www.
cokesbury.com/Celebrate-Wonder-Annual-Music).

 • Play “Reason to Believe.”

 • Sing and celebrate.

Wonder with Me
Supplies: Wonder Cube (Digital Pack) optional, CEB Bible, Celebrate Wonder Bible 
Storybook

READ the Bible Story 

 • Read the Bible story, Genesis 21:1-7.

 • Roll the Wonder Cube. Take time to answers a few of the questions.

WATCH the Bible Story

 • Visit (https://www.cokesbury.com/Celebrate-Wonder-Video) to download and 
watch today’s Bible story.

SHARE the Faith Word

 • Faith Word: FAITH -  Faith is to believe in God’s presence and hope.

WONDER: Is it hard to have faith?
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Name Tags (Craft)
Supplies: paper, crayons, markers, scissors, a baby book of names and their 
meanings or a website

SAY: In our Bible story, Sarah named her baby Isaac, which means “laughter.”

WONDER: Do you know what your name means? Do you like your name? Why or 
why not?

 • Look up the meaning of their names. Share the meaning of your name with the 
children as well.

 • Create a rectangle or square on a sheet of paper. Inside the shape, draw and color 
your name include its meaning to create a name tag. 

 • Cut out the name tag and tape it to your shirt. 

WONDER: Would you choose a different name for yourself?

SAY: No matter what your name is, you are called a child of God. 

Spiritual Practice—Exploring faith through God’s 
promises
Supplies: Celebration Chart, Family Activity Book, (optional)

SAY: In today’s Bible story, God brings Sarah and Abraham a baby. Baby Isaac fills 
them with joy. 

 • Sing “I’ve Got Joy, Joy, Joy, Joy” together. 

 I’ve got the joy, joy, joy, joy,

 Down in my heart (where?),

 Down in my heart (where?),

 Down in my heart.

 I’ve got the joy, joy, joy, joy,

 Down in my heart (where?),

 Down in my heart to stay!

 WORDS and TUNE: George W. Cook 
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